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STATE PUB. CO., PIERRE, S. D.

FARM SANITATION
Dr. G. S. Weaver

Extension Specialist in Animal Diseases

Sanitation means to keep things clean, ito be hygienic. Farm
s anitation helps to preserve the health of domestic animals and indi
rectly the health of the peo·ple ,that live on the farm. Cleanliness,
sunlight, fresh air and disi, nfectants are the imporitant fact1ors in
sanitation.

GERMS CAUSE DISEASE

The most important discovery that has been made in connection
with sanitaition is the fact that conta.gio·us diseases are caused by very
minute organisms commonly known as "germs." Our knowledge of
germs began when Davaine in 18 6 3 discovered ,that anthrax was
transmiss.ible from one animal to aniother. T'wo years later tu·berc'l1lo,sis was d:emonstiated to be contagio.us from man to animal. Kock
in 1881 originated methods of culturing germs.. The work of Pasteur
on ·anthrax and rabies, in developing methods of immunizing animals
against these diseases, has laid the f,oundation for immense accom
plishments in prev
, enting contagious diseases. These, men that we,i:e
pioneers in this work have saved thousands of lives both human and
animal and the world owes them a great debt which can neve,r be paid.

The time honored mud wallow. A harboring place for germs and
worm eggs. Unsightly and unsanitary; to be looked upon with disgast.
Note-A brief description of a few common diseases will be found
on page 28.

Characteristics of Germs

Germs are so small that they cannot be, seen with the naked
eye. As ge·rms cannot be; noticed peop,Ie do
. not always realize that
danger is ne.a.r nor the dama.ge that germs can do. ·E:very disease has
. se a different germ and each different germ has its own
f'o,r its cau
characteristics.
W;h·en an animal is affected with a disease, germs· are thl'lo1wn
off 1through the excretions of that animal. These germs are· harhored
in refuse of various kinds and many types will live for years in •a
dark damp phwe. Mud wallows, old strawstack bottoms, manure
piles or any aocumulation o.f filth will harbor germs and. ke·ep them
alive for long periods: ready to taike the first advant·age 1oif attacking
a susceptible .animal.
Some germs hav·e the power of forming a spore or enclosing
themselves in a shell, which , adds greatly to their resis,tance against
weather conditions. The germ that causes anthrax is an example o,f
such a germ. Most of 1the spore forming germ� are easily killed
:before the.y have a chance tJo form _a spore. Germs: can be killed by
:burning, by exposure to direct sunlight and by exposure to disin
fectants.
1

Clean farmsteads make for better health for the family and livestock.

PREDISPOSING CAUSES OF DISEASE

While germs are the direct cause of contagious diseases, other
factors may
. help the disease ,get started. Any condi1 tion that helps
Ibo lowe·r the resistance of the animal will make him more susceptible
to disease. For example,, a hog that is infested with lice has a low
resistance due ,t:Jo: the constant irritation of the lice, and is therefore,
more ea1sily attacked by h01g -choler:a. A co,w that is not properly
hou
, sed and is subjecte_d to ex;posure of extremes in the weather c·olll
ditions is m'o,re susce,ptihle to hemorrhagic, septicemia. Young animals
have a 1'ower resistance to disease than full grown animals.
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When , any particular spedes o,f animals are subject to a certain
disease, any br,eed within that species is about equally susceptihle to
any other breed, viz: a Mule-foot
hog is equally susceptible to hiOig
cholera wit:h a Duroc-Jerse·y.
Improper feeding is -.p,roba.bly
the bigges,t factor in lowering the
resistance o,f .animals. Oontami
nated and insufficiien,t, wateir puts
animals out of condition. A lack
of sunshine, poor ventilation, ·p,oor
drainage or any other unsanitary
condition helrps, ithe ,germs, get in
their deadly work.
If animals
were pro,perly cared ,for a. large
amount of disease trioubles could
lbe eliminated.
"Turned out!" What for?

THE SPREAD OF DISEASE
Disease is usually spread from one farm to another by being
carried.. When the size o.f a 1ge.rm is considered, it being necessary
1Jo ma.gnify i,tJ 800 to a 1,000 times in order to see it, it is not un
reasonable to expecit that anything that will carry a particle of
manure the size of a dime, may carry millions of germs.
Prohably the greatest ca.rrier of d.isease i s the new animal that
is ,brought onto the fa.nn for one reason or another. Any new animal
thait is brought in s:hould be isolated or put in quarantine fio1r fifteen
to thirity c'·ays or even longer depending upon the circumstances.
Hogs may be disinfected iby dipp,ing or spraying with a coal-tar dip
o,f some kind. Sheep and cattle may he dipped in a similar manner
before being brought onto the farm.
Animals that are exhibited at fairs may bring disease on the
The eocchan.ge of breeding
farm when they a.re returned ho,me.
animals may be the cause for an outbre,ak of disease. Feeder cattle
and feeder hogs v·ery frequently bring in disease. If the herds and
flocks of livestock were improved by only bringing in sires that were
positively known to be free from disease, a
' large number of the 1out1breaks could be ,prevented.

Dogs Carry Disease

The dog is a 1big factor in distrihuting disease around the
courntry.
T'he mo3t noiteworthy disea,se carried by do,gs is rabies
which is infecUous to both man and animals. Hog cholera may be
carried by do:gs. Not only is the dog guilty of c.a.rrying contagious
dis,e,ases but he also carries pa.rasites that infest both man and
animals. Tapeworms in sheep and man a.re carried by dogs. Fleas

and ticks that infest dogs may be transferred to otiher animals and
carry disease in thM way. The ahove list is enough to show that the
-dog proposition should be given consider,ation.
Most d!ogs are allowed to run -at large and are frequently given
more liber
, ty than children. There are thousands of worthless curs
running over the country that no one seems to claim and the only
proper disposition of such animals is to shoot and bury them. An
other class o.f' dtogs consists of those owned by people that do not
look after them 3:,n� these, go roaming around the country ca.rrying
parts of dead animals from one farm to another. Any man has a
right to shoot a dog that is -endangering his livestock in any way and
· d more 1often less disease would be spread or
if this right were use
·
oarrted. When a contagious disease is in the neighborhood the dog
should 1be tied u:p.

Stockyards a Source of Infe'Ction
The ordinary public s1tocky.ards situaJted by the side of the rail
road, of which there are thousands, are more or less, continually
infected with all sorts ptf oontagious disease·s. While it is against the
law in most strut1es, people are constantly taking a-nimals out of these
yards and placing them on :their own farms.
It is a practice in some localities for a stock buyer to sell brood
sows out of these yards and wherever this ·p-ractice, is· persisted in
h10,g cho·ler a will 1break o,ut sooner
, or later, because all of these yards
are infected with hog cholera. Many times1 bred cows are handled in
the same way and as a re,sult abortion disease is frequently spread to
uninfected herds. Tuberculosis in cattle may be spread in the same
· ed long distances and then unloaded
manner. Sheep that are shipp
through �tockyards frequently contract hemorrhagic septicemia.
w:hen feeder s, tock is unloaded from cars it should be unloaded
through a sep
. art friom the sitockyards.
If closer
, 1ara1te .chute, ·ap
supervision could be given the public stockyards, and. the livestock
that pass
· .se would be distributed into the
, es through them, less disea
country.

Harbored Infection
Outbreaks o
· -f disease frequently occur as a resuH of the infection
being held over on the same farm year ailter year. This is very char
acteristic of anthrax as thiS' disease has been known to occur at in
tervals for 20 years on the same farm. Whenever an outbreak of
anthrax occurs the animals sh·ould be confined to a small lot and as
soon as an ,animal dies the carcass: should be ,burned before the germs
get a chance rto form s·pores.
The germs
Blackleg is another disease which has this itrait.
that cause these diseases are harbored in the soil, so if it is possible
to plow the infected fields after an outbreak of either disease it will
help to kill out the infection.
6

In parts of the state such holes are the only source of water.
A harboring place for germs.

Proba;bly a large number O·f outbreaks of hog cholera are starlte. d
from the infection of a previous year being held over, therefore, the
hog houses and ho·g lots should receive a thorough cleaning and
disinfecting after an outbreak rO!f hog cholera has abated.
The germs that cause tuberculosis in cattle, ho,gs and po
, ultry
are held over from year to year in dirty lo1ts. Harbored infection
plays an important part in s ,tarting outbreaks 1of disease.

Miscellaneous Spread of Disease
Other means by which germs are carried are numerous. Birds
of different kinds· may carry ·contagious diseases. Crows and buzzards
may carry hog cholera and abouit the only control is to p
, roperly dis
pose of au dead animals by ,burning so the carrion do rnoit have a
chance to work on the carcasses. Runnin:g streams may carry dis
eases like anthrax and hog cholera. Several outbreaks ·Of anthrax
have been known to follow streams. The exchange. of farm machin
ery may lead to an outbreak of h101g cholera. At some s· easons of the
year farmers frequently exchange work, for instance at threshing
time, and outbreaks of hog cholera have been traced t,o threshing
rings.
Whenever it is necessary to exchange work or machinery in a
community that has any contagtous disease present a thorough disin
fection of sh1oes, wagon wheels, horses' feet, etc., should ,take, place.
Creolin or a compound solution of creso1 should be used for .this
purpose.
Public hi,ghways a
· re sometime,s contaminated by livestock that
is being driven to market. Some diseases may ev
, en be carried by
7

flies, lice and ticks. Flies breed in manure piles. Lice a.nd ticks
can be controlled by dipping 1Q1f the animals affected. In fact when
we again consider the size of germs it is not surprising that so many
things transport disease germs from one place to another.

FEEDS AND FEEDING
In ahout 90 pericent of the easies 10,f contagious diseases among
farm animals the infection causing the disease has been taken in by
way of the mouth and the f101od is the largest carrier of the germs.
The food supply of animals is frequently contaminated ,and if it wer: e
not f.or the action of the digestive juices, many more animals would
take sick. Some animals have more resistance to decomposed feed
i t their diet
than others and some animals are more particular abiou
than others.
It is necessary for animals to have protein, carbohydrates and
fats in 1t:h e food.. Although these need not necessarily balance, a
certain amount of each is necessary to the health of the animal.
However, if the ration is 1balanced, feeding is usually more efficient.
If a hog is fed' a straight corn diet, which is a high carboyhdrate
diet, he would have a lower resisitia.nce to disease th an if the corn
were supplemented with a protein -feed such as skimmilk. In order
to prevent disease in animals, particular attention should b e given
to the cleanliness of food a.nd to feeding a variety of foods in order
to put the animal's body in the proper cond.ition to ward off disease.

Animal Foods
Milk is the mosit common food derived from animals and should
receive special care. All cows s1 hould be tes,ted for tuberculosis and
if found. to be affected should be slaughte,red or othe,rwise properly
dis,posed of. A 001w that gives tubercular milk may give this di'Sease
to her calf or to the pigs or even to children that may d rink the
infected milk. If milk derived from cows thait have not been tesited
, asteurized or
for tuberculosis is used in the household. it should be p
sterilized. Skimmilk is a very fine supplement to corn when fed to
hogs and it makes very little d.ifference whether it is fed siour or
sweet, but one method should be selected and then followed as
frequent changing may cause indigesition. Pail fed calves have less
white scours when the milk is kept clean and the feeiing utensils
sterilized before each feeding. If 1abortion disease is in Jthe herd the
milk should be boiled before given to pregnant sows as this disease
may be contagious from cattle to blo1gs. Milk if properly handled has
a very imporitant 'l)lace in the fool supply of animals.
Tankage is another food derived from animals and is a pa,cking
house ·by-producit. It is an excellent feed for hogs and there is no
danger of it producing disease unless it is contaminated between the
time it leaves the manufacturer -and reaches the hlQlg.
i

Plant Foods
A majority of the food stuffs for animals are derived from. plants .
I,f plant food is properly cared for, very liit.tle trouble, is caused from
this kind of food. On the Qlther hand if plant food becomes s,poiled
it may set up digestive disturbances. Mouldy or d1usty hay is very
irritating to the lungs of a horse. Spoiled ensilage may ,give diarrhea
and thereby lower their resistance. Decomposed or rancid slops may
give hogs indigestion. I t is, a mista.k·e· to give any ,food to animals
that is spoiled or decomp1osed.
Oorn is probably the mosit impor.tant feed. Oolfn can be fed ito
,practically all livestock without injury in any way and if it is · p rop
erly supplemented builds up the animal's body. Oats , wheat, hay of
all kinds, grasses, etc., all have a , place in the d.iet of animals and if
to a , certain extent, an animal is left 1to choose among these feeds he
will pick out ,the 1best to build up his body.
P oisonous plants in pastures may cause trouble, but if sufficient
food is provid:ed otherwise, animals r•arely ea.t II)oiso:nous p,lants. A
disease known as forage l)Ois·o ning ma.y be derived from pastures and
the exa.ct cause is not known, therefore whenever this disea,se is
recognized an immedi'a1te, change, of feed should take place. Actin1om y 
cosis or "lumpy j aw" in cattle is caused by the ray-fungus and this
fungus grows on plants in ithe pasture and is taken into the animal's
mouth on the pla'nts. If any cattle are1 affected with actinomycos-is
they should be separated from the herd and not be allowed to run
on pastures used by other cattle. s,o. many feeds are raised that are
good it dloes not seeim necessary to feed spoiled food.

Mine,ral Foods
Salt is ess.ential to all fa.rm animals.
Ordinary barrel salt
is the b
. est to feed for the reason that an animal may have all the
s,alt desired. Salt should not be mixed, with ithe feed but should be
fed in a se,parate feed · bOx
· . If .sdt is mixed with the feed the animal
may get eiither too much ,o,r too Uttle and: suffer ,as a result. It is
not necessary to buy ex
, pensive condiments such as the ordina.ry
"s1tock �oiod, " as very ,few
, animals need such a tonic but in case they
do the material can be, mixed at home at a much less cost.
The following government formula is as good as any :
W1oiod charcoal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound
Sodium chloride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 pounds
Sodium Mcar\bonate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 pounds.
Sodium hy,posulp'hite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . pounds
Sodium sulphate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound
Antimony sulphide ( black) . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound
Give o
· ne tablespoonful once a d.ay on the fe.ed.
If the livestock have not been in the habit of eait ing salt it should
be fed to them i n graduated amounts until they become accustomed
9

to it as t010 much at one time may cause ,tJhem \to get sick. Animals
thaJtJ ·are not fed S'alt may become affected with rickets,, es·pecially
bogs, which causes weak bones and paralysis ; an animal that is
affected with rickets is more subject to contagious dise·ases than a
normal animal. S1a1t helps to build up the mineral content of the
bones.

Feeding

Feeding is the most important part of animal husbandry. It is
far more important than any breed problem. More money is lost
every year from improper feeding or the lack ·o f feed than au the
diseases put togethe,r. Animals that do not have enough tio, eat have
a low resistance ito disease. Hundreds of cases of hemorrhagic
septicemia in cattle are due indirectly to a lack ·o f feed. The idea
prevails in some loc,alities that if a critter barely lives through the
winter th'a.t is all that is necessary and when the animal is turned on
grass in the sp·ring gains will be so rapid that all lost time will be
made up. The idea is fooHsh and a herd in such condition is one
of the fineS1t o.f .places fior all the
iHs of cattledom to get started.
Horses that are half starved
get lousy and hlide-bound and in
poor cond:i!tio,n to do the s1pring
work.
Strangles and influenza
work haV'oc in such a ,herd 101f
horses.. Hogs that do no.t have
enough to eat are unthrifty and
highly subject to dise·ase. Sheep
are in the same category and if
no,t .pro,perly fed are fit su:bjects
for all the , p.arasitic diseases
known to sheep. Let this point
be emphasized., you cannot ex
pect. an animal 1t01 build up his
body resistance -against disease if
you dio not give him enough An emaciated cow. A fit subject
to eat.
for any infectious disease.

SOILS
Many different kinds of germs live in the soil and the most 1of
these are of value in some way ·but the soil may harbor germs that
cause diseas-e. Very few if any, disease producing g
, erms will multiply
in the soil but will simply lie dormant until given a chance to get
into the body of some animal. The germs that cause malignant
edema, anthrax -and .tetanus are he,ld in the soil for many years.
The po, i1ution of soiil takes place in various ways. The greatest
dianger of polluting soil is with manure taken from a barn o:r feed
lot that has been .contaminated with diseased animals. If barnyard
10

, f ,the year
manure is hauled out and spread on the field in the fall o
and left on top of the ground until spring, very little trouble will be
caused by this source.
Necro-bacillJosis-a disea. s,e mainly in pigs-is spread by the soil
1being
contaminated with the feices of other hogs. If the, carcasses of
animals are not buried deeply they may contaminate the soil. The
eg,g s ,of various worms that infest most of the livestock usually lie
in the soil for a certain length ,of time until they are, finally picked up
by the animal. Sewerage from the house 10,r barn may pollute the
s·oil and make it dangerous to farm animals.

WATER
From a s•anitary sitandpoint water is either igood or bad. In
many instances one glance at the water will teU that i t is not fit for
use. Common sense should be used in j udging the fitness. o,f water
as well as anything else·. Samples of water are sent in to the labor
atJotry for examination ;that are so badly ,polluted as to be dark in
color and in s:ome instances actually thick, when the evidence is in
plain sight that the water is not fit for livestock to drink. On the
other hand water may be polluted and show no evidence of it ·to the
naked eye. Only water that is known to be g,oiod, that is free from
contamination, sh101uld be used for the household or given to the farm
animals.
Water plays a very important part in the body of 1the animal.
In fact the animal's body is made u·p largely of water'--from seventy
to eighty percent. Water acts as a lubricant all through the body. It
carries cells from one part of the body to ano1ther. It re,gulates the

A fine example of what a barnyard ought not to be.
flow from an artesian well is the cause.
11

The over

temperature of the animal. Probably the biggest ,thing thait water
d·oes in keeping up the res:istance 10if the body against disease is to
eliminate waste products. W1aste ·products are carried o.ff through
the skin, kidneys, 1br:eath and intestines. An animal should have an
the waler he wants to drink at all times and let it be clean.
Streams are a common , source of waiter supply fo"r farm animals
and their fitness depend entire,ly on 1the source. Too many times
they are contaminated before they arrive at the ·point of use,. Hiog
c·holera and an!thrax have been known to be carried by running
streams. When a conta.gious d.isease is known ,to exist in the neigh
horhood of the stream 1the livestock should not be, allowed t:Jo, drink
out of the stream.
Sloughs and ponds a re rarely a desirable source of water, . They
are usually thick with mud and d.ecayed vegetable matter and are, a
place for germs to ibe harbored. 1Foot-rot jn sheep and cattle is
frequently cause· d by such p1'ruces. Flukes that affect the liver may
be in such waiter. Sl101ughs should be drained if possible, o
· r fenced
off.
Dams are the only source ·o .f water supply in some pa.rts of the
country and ,these may beeome polluted if not properly ·cared. for.
The basin above the dam should, be kept free of. all dead animals,
m anure or any other· ,thing that might contaminate the water. The
dam should be .fenced and the stock allowed 1to drink only at one
p,oint or ,better the water c·ould be pumped out of the dam into · a
sanitary trough.
Wells that are properly cared for are a very good source of
water. W:ater that come,s from an ar1tesian well is not contaminaJt:ed
with germs in any wa.y ·a nd can be considered fre,e. from disease
ger, ms. However, artesian water may contain some minerals that
act as a laxative ·and in some ·cases a physic to livestock. The over
flow from 1an artes.ian weU s·hould be con trolled ,and n1oit ,b e allowed to
develo·p a mud puddle in ithe barnyard. Hogs should not be aHorwed
to drink out of such a mudhole as they inay contract necro�bacillosis
as a re,sult.
A dug well is not as safe as an artesian well for the reason that
there is more ,chance for the well to become po1luted. Dug wells
that are not :pr01perly covered are ve,ry easHy polluted by surface water.
Germs do not ente,r the soi l to any gre,at d.epth, probably not over
four or five feet except in cre,vices and the most of them are within
four or five inches o.f the top, therefore the popular idea that the
w,ate·r is polluted a.it the 1bottiom of a dug weU is a mismke. 'Dug
wells are polluted from the top of the well. The curbing and cove,r
ing of the dug well sho·uld be absolutely tight so that no surface
water can g
, et in or so that small animals may not fall in.
1S'prings are an excelleillt source of. water sup,ply. The,y should
be curbed in and the overflow piped tio ,the drinking trou
, gh, then the
overflow should be carried away through a drain tile. The livestock
12

should n.ot be allowed to drink ou t of the s1p·r ing at the ploint where
the water • comes out of the ground.
If water is suspicioned of oonitaining some mineral or poison, a
sample ( one gallon in a clean container ) can be sent in to , t he labor
atory for chemical examination. If it is suspicioned of conta.i ning
germs that cause diseas.e, ·a sample may be sent into t he laboratory
for miscroscopical examination.

(

A hole dug in the ground for the collection of surface water.
No other watering place was provided.

DISPOSAL OF MANURE, SEWAGE, GARBAGE
AND OTHER WASTES
Every case of contagious disease is caused by the transfer o. f the
infection of one animal 1to another and ,the main object of sanitation
is to break this connection. In many •cases of contagio,us diseases
germs are thrown off by the millions in the feces and u rine of the
animals. The pl"oper disposal 101f manure is important at any time
b u t if a conta,gious disease exists on ,the farm it is of supreme im
portance. To 1b e ' ideal, sanitation would require, ,the ha.uling 1oif the
manure to the field every day but this js not usually ·p·ractical on the
average farm. However, after an ,outbreak of disease the manure
shiould be hauled o u t and scattered o·n the field tha, t is not used for
livestock, as s,oon as possi ,ble .
Many modern farms have manure pits where the manure is held
until a convenient time for hauling. The best manure pits are built
of concrete and the size i s considered accordin:g to the, n umber of
livesfock ; they all have a drain pipe tlo a cist ern tha1t · collects the
liquid manure.

13

The ordinary manure pile is dangerous as it is a breeding p,lace
for ge,rms and insects. Flies lay their eggs in manure ,piles to ha.tch
out and p este,r the livestock. Lice are harbored in manure piles.,
The eggs of various worms are held o ·v er from summer to summer in
manure piles.
Many ,contagious diseases are spre,ad through the feces of animals
contaminating the feed 10if oither animals. Tube,rculosis affects hogs
1t10 the extent of ahout 20 percent and the most of this infection gets
into the hog by his eating of the d.ung of cattle thait are affected with
this ·disease. White scours in calves is a disease that is held over
from year to year in manure that collects about the plaee, and the
manure 1that is gathered from calves 1that are affected with white
scours should ibe burned. Manure is 1oif great value as fertilizer when
properly handled but if i t is allowed to, become a nuisance it ma.y be
the cause of immense loss ,of livestock.
Sewerage collecfed from barns and. barn lots may pollute the
water su.piply and contaminate the soil near the farmstead. An ideal
meithod of disp'Osing of ba.rnyard sewera.ge is to build a cistern for
,the coll ection of this material and when enough is collected let it be
hauled out and sprinkled ·on the l and ; it is a very good fertilizer
when used in this manner. F' rom an economical s!tandpo1nt a cistern
will pay for itself in the improvement 1of the land. A cistern is
usually builit of concrete and mad;e water-tight so that no seepa.ge will
take pface. It is a ,great mistake to drain a barnlot into, a nearby
stream for the reason the -stream- may beeome ,ccmtaminated and ca.r ry
disease t10 the next farm below. Under no circumstances should the
water from barns and barnlots be allowed tio accum ulaite and develop
into a filthy mudhole .
:Seweraige from the house should be drained into, a septic tank.
A cesspool is n0it satisfactory as water that leaches out may pollute
the water supp, l y of the family and livestock. The op e, n backed privy
is a nuisance and should not be tolerated because the· material that
comes from this building may contaminate the food of animals and
cause all sorts of disorders. Outhou.Bies should be ti:ght in order to
keep out raits as these animals may carry d isease.
Garbage ·collected from the hous,e sh101Uld be· burned. This ma
terial collected in a s ,w ill barrel from day to day and allowed to
decomp,ose and afterwards fed to the hogs may cause initestinal dis
turbances that will lower the hogs' resistance to such an extent that
they will be excellent subjects for hog cholera. Many times ga.rbage
·will c· ontain bits of raw pork and it is an absolute fa0t that hogs
will take cholera from such maiterial if the ·practice is persisted in.
Dish water should not be put in a swill barrel as it ,contains soap and
soap: is injurious to the hog's stomach.

FARM BUILDINGS
The location of farm buildings is impo,rtant from a sanitary
stand·point for the reas1on that if the proper draina.ge is not ma.de
14

Unsanitary, and the only possible
"Ye old time hoghouse."
method of disinfection is by the use of a match.
possible, feed and water for ,the family and animals may become
contaminated. Buildings should be located on ground with a gentle
slope-preferably a southern slope.
The well should be dug or drilled on the highest p
, oint in the
farmstead in order to prevent surface water from getting intio it.
The dwelling should be next in order, tha,t is below the level of the
well and aibove the level of other farm buildings. The barn, ho·g
house or any other building that houses livestock should not be
loc,a;ted within 2 0 O feet of the dweHing as many odors emanate from
the barns that are offensive to people and sometimes dangerous.

A sanitary hoghouse and a feeding floor to the side.
15

Contentment in the poultry yard.
well lighted, ventilated house,

Clean surroundings and a

Farm buildings should be constructed with some idea of per
manancy in >the mind of the builder at the time of construction. The
materials to be used should be durable and of the best quality . It
may be necessary at times to , construct temp1ora.ry .sheLters for live
stock such as a straw shed, but temporary buildings are usually hard
to keep ·clean and in some instances become unsi.ghtly and a nuisance
by harboring infectious diseases.
As a general ithing it is better to set the farm buildings nor,th
and south with the fronts of the buildings lining up horizontally with
the dwelling. T'his arrangement gives more p rotection to th e feed
}lots in ,the winte·r and is convenient if found necessary, to run a;
high board fence or shed from one , building to another. Of course
the fire hazard is ito be taken into consideration at all times in the
arrangement of buildings. It has been found very co·nvenient to have
a hog feeding floor between the hog house and the oorn c rib. A
concrete feeding floor is the most durable as well as being· santtary.
Eave troughs and concrete gutters should be p,rovided · to carry away
rain water. A few loads of gravel hauled into the lots adds grea1tly
to the p revention of unsightly a.nd unsanitary mud holes. ,vhatever
the arrangement ,of ,the buildings may be, sunlight and draina.ge must
always be given -consideration.
,Experiments show tha.t a hog feeding floor will pay for itself in
two years itime in the sa.ving of corn. It p,rovides a clean plarce for
th e hoigs to eat and when it becomes dirty is easily cleaned. Concrete
is the be.st material for a flloor but if ,this material is not available
it d,o es not necessarily mean that the feeding floor is not to, be built
as planks or brick may be used,. Many pamp,hlets are availa!hle that
will give ins.trucUon in d·eitail concerning ,the construct iJon of a feeding
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floor. The base. of the floor should. be dra.ined so tha.t 'the floor will
not bulge. The floor should not be1 laid. exactly level but should slo:p e
about a quarter of an i nch to the runn ing fo·o t. Many feeding flo1ors,
have a rim around the edge to preven t the hog from pus.h ing off the
fe·e d.
From the standpoint of health of both people and livestock, the
i n,terior construct�Oin an d fixitures of farm buildings .are very im
portant. Milk that is produced in a dirty dairy barn or chick ens that
gro,w up in a dirty hen house do not create m ueh of an app,e tite.
It is not the inten tion here to advise everybody and anyibod y to buy
the most expensive barn equipment because there is a limit to the
overhead that a farm business can stan d but fr:om a sanitary stand
poinit, there is no question but what the modern barn e quipm ent is
far superior to the old method of making the mangers a nd s,talls out
of wood. Some barns are so constructed that it is im possible to keep
them clean.
The fixtures in the dairy barn should be strong and yet take
up little space. The lengths· of tthe stalls should vary according ,to
the length, of the ,c ows and this can be arranged for at the t ime the
gutter i s put in by making the gutter a little far1ther from the man
ger a.it one end of the barn . Oon crete or som e other material equally
impervious to moisture is the only kind of a floor that is sanitary.
A wooden floor is undesirable for the reason tha,t cracks ho1d dirt
and will harbor bacteria, insects an d vermin. Some dairymen claim
that concrete floors are not good fo,r the cows, so they use a board
floor in the stalls on to,p of the conc rete and this method is sanitary
if the false floors are frequently removed an d thoroughly cleaned and

Interior of sanitary barn.
litter ca1·riers,

Note the concrete floor, gutters and
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disinfecited. Any shelves or led.ges should be gotten rid of if pos,sible
as these ledges will catch dust and dirt. An ideal dairy !barn would
have the t·op sealed and would not have a haymow above it.
The arrangement of the interior of the hog house is imporitant
in preventing diseases·. The fixtures shouM be strong yet small
enough not to exclud.e t010 much light or hold a large amount of dirt.
Oonsid·e1ring everything, ·concrete seems to ,b e the m ost ideal for a
hog house floor. It is cheap and it is sanitary. In ithe ordinary hog
house with two rows of pens and a driveway between, the pen floors
should drain to a gutter on either side of the driveway and 1the, gut
ters should drain to the end of the hog house.

Ventilation
The problem of ventilation arises owing to the necessity of h1ous
irug animals in order to protect them from bad weather and to pro
vide them wiith a ;place to rest and sleep. Whenever animals are
housed in tight buildings the air is soon polluted by the breath of the
animal and i1t is necessary to frequently su.p ply fresh air without
exposing the animal to drafts. An anim al cannot get too much fresh
air pr'oviding drafts are eliminated, !because ithe air is neve,r too
pure. If the air we,r e not changed it would soon become so foul
that it would interfere with the health of the animal. The animal's
resiS1tance is lowered to all contagious dise·ases and it is ·hard for him
to recover from s101m e other illness. Furthermore, foul air may act
as an incubator or breed:ing plac. e .fo,r germs that caus,e disease.
One of the chief reasons that air moves is unequal temperature
the warm air moves up and cool air takes the place of the warm air.
Tp.is is exactly what happens in a building-the animals .give off
warmth, causing the warm f· oul air ito rise. The 'l)rincipal of venti
lation is to make an outlet for the warm foul air and make an inlet
for the cool pure air. Of course ventilation d·oes not entirely de, pend
on the warmth of the air inside of the building for the reason that
wind pressure is a powerful ventilaJting force. But outlets and inlets
both m ust be :p•rovided 10.r no circulation of air will occur.
. Inlets and outlets-An opening is tnade in the outsid·e wall, two
or three ,feet above the outs'ide grio,und aind a flue is ,attached on the
inside of the wall 1to this opening . This flue extend.s well up· ithe
inside wall 'and in; case of a hog house part way up the roof. The
fresh .a ir comes in fr,om the outside up through the flue and is re
leased in the u1pper part of the building where it falls gently on the
animals and does not cause a draft. The size of these inlets depend
on the number and size of 1the animals. Wind ·blowing at the raite
of three miles, an hour will let in 1 1 O cubic feet . of air for every
square inch of inlet.
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Collins' Table of amount of fresh air needed per animal :
Per h:our
Per 2 4 hours
Lbs.
Cu. Ft.
Cu. Ft.
272
Horse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 1 . 7
3402
224
Cow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 6 . 8
2 80 4
89
1 10 3
Pig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 6.0
726
58
Sheep . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.2
34
Man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7. 7
425
2
29
Hen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.2
From this table can be figured the siz·e of any inlet for any
building housing livestock. Of course , it is better to have a number
of small inlets ;than to have one great large inle:t.
T'he outlei ts should have the same capacity as the inlets or if
there is any difference the outlets should be a little larger. The com
mon method of ventilating buildings is to place aerat1ors on the rid.ge

Hog house facing south.
windows in the south.

Notice IGng ventilating system and

of the roof. There is no question about aerators taking out the foul
air if they are of proper size but they take out considerable of the
warmth at the same time. If a barn or hog house is well filled with
stock it will ma·ke no difference but if only a few head are being
housed it will make the building too cold in the w�nter.
A better method is to provide flues for the foul air to pass out.
T'he flue is built on the same principle as a chimney taking ;the, foul
air from near the floo1r and carrying it out through the roof. ThiSJ
flue can be round or squa.re and should be straight up-if any bends
should 1be necessary the flue must be made larger and even then it
will not be as satisfactory-extending from two feet above ,the floor
Note-This table taken from Extension C i rc ul ar 3 1 , S. Dak., by Ralph
L. Patty.
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Lo two feet above the roof. Foul air flue s must be air-tight and n on
cion ductors of hea t and cold ; if the flue passes throu �h a h aymow it
must be insulated .
A b ap,py med iu m in this proposi1 tion is to have registers in the
flues up next to the roof, t hen, when the b uilding is well filled with
livestock the re.g isters can be op ened . These regisiters should be as
large as a cross-section of the flue.
The pla n a s outlined. fo r the ventilation of farm b uildings, is
known as the King system and is applicable to all buildings on the
farm including pioul1try house.

Heating
The heating of any farm building that · b o us·es livestock will
always be a matter of difficulty owing Ito the expem,e. Furthermore ,
the nece, s s,ity of heating wii t h a few exce·p tions , is rather ques1 tionable.
'There are times in the spring of the y ear when a liti t le heat in the
bog house might be a benefit to the newly-bor n pigs b ult this can be
provided with a stov,e and i t is not necessary to put an elabo1r ate
heating system in a hoig house. Some hog house s are e,q u i!p;p ed with
hot wa1ter system s , some . having the water pipes laid i n t he con
crete , olther houses have a syst: e m of riues carrying hot air t hrough
the floor and while these systems wouJd seem idea l they are usually
1overdone and are not worth the cost. It is r easonaible to keep the
pigs warm and dry but when th,ey are kept too warm tt is w o rse
than no heat at all. If they are pampe red it oo much they l ose their
resistance to outdoor weather conditions. Artificial b eating plants
are not a huge success for farm buildings,.
B o dy warmth given off 1b y the animals will heat Ute, ho use to a
certain e�tent b u t sh1or u ld not be utilized to the fullest e;xtent as t he
humidity of the air soon be· c omes very h ig h and this m u s, t be avoided .
When the King system of ventila.t ion is used the foul air is p u s hed
d own by the fresh air and then passes out the fl ues. Th.is method
conserves a large part o f the body ·w armth in the upper 1p·a rt of the
building. Too much hum i dilty caused by the breruth o f t he animals
is unq uestionably the greatest evil in badly ventilated barns.

Lighting
To01 much importance cannot be placed on the lighting for the
reason that light . kills germs. Sunlight is the bes t disinfe. c ta.nt.
While it is not the intention to bav,e so many windows in farm build
ings that they look like greenh ouses, nevertheless it is· important to
have eno,u gh and very few farm 1b uildings have enough. iHorses and
cattle should have three square feet of glass per animal, and hogs no
less than one square f,o:o t.
The windows fo farm b uildings should be so placed that the
sunlight ,can shine on the floor. Most of th e disease germs are in ·t h e
litter on the fl o o r so t h a t sunshine, i f allowe d to play on t h e floor,
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instead of the walls , can kill these organisms. In hio-rse and cow
barns the windows should be placed i n the walls while in hog barns
the best results are obtained by placing the windows in :the roof.
[n poultry houses i the windows; are best placed in the south walls.
Sunlight provides warmth i n farm buildings and helps to dry out
the walls and floiors of the buildings. By warming up the air it hel1ps
the circ.ula t i1 on thereby improving ventil a tion . Sunlight is the best
disi nfectant and the cheapest.

DISINFECTANTS AND DISINFECTION
D isinfectant s or germ i cides are agents that kill bacteria or
germs, especially those tha t cause diseases. A deodorant may remove
disagreea ble odors 1but not necessarily kill germs. Disinfectants are
not cures for d�seases but are in tended to prevent the spread of
disease by killing the germs. A good disi n fecta nt is , therefore , in
tended to kill ma,ny or all of the disease germs and their spores as
w ell. Sinme disinfectants are rather specific in their action in that
they will k i ll some ,g erms a. nd not others.

Physical Agents
Nature has provided a very powerful disinfectant i n sunlight.
The direct rays of the sun will kill m any germs an d allay the aotions
of others. If sunlight is passed through glass its disin fe cting powers
are somewhat lessened on account o f the glas� taking out som e of the
violet rays and glazed glass is wo1rse , than the plai n . Sunlight has
a n oxidizing effect on germs or, in o:ther words, burns them up.
Sunlight also has a drying effect a.nd germ s do not live well where it
is dry. Th e combination of sunlight and f resh air act as a powerful
disin fectant .
Heat is also one of the valuable disin fecta n ts. Hea t as a disin
fe. c tant is applied either in dry or moislt form. Dry heat i.s usually
in the form of a fla m e and nothing is so success.ful in absolutE>lY
destroying germs as a good hot fire. Here we immedia·t ely- see the
i mportan ce of b'urning all trash, litter, etc. , that accumulates, a.bout
the lots and buildings during an outbreak of disease. An · ordina.ry
blow torch will come in handy in fla m ing some of the corners, ·e sp ec-:
ially .for mites in the pouHry hoiuse. There is a poss-ible elemen t of
doubt in chemicals as a disinfectant but there ca n be no doubt i f
the germs and pa.r a,s ites are subjected to a flame. Shovels and forks,
and other utensils, used in connection wi!th a n outbreak o f a nthrax ,
can be fl'amed and the germs killed. Curry combs used. on mangy
horses can 1b e flamed without injury.
Boiling water, if momentarily applied, such as washing, is not
disinfection but if .anything such as instruments can be held in boil
ing wa. t e,r most of the germs will be killed in ten minutes. Boiling
waiter becomes useful when combined with certain chemicals such
as lye.
Stea.m is an effect ive dis· i nfectant if used under pres.sure.
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The :P 'enetra.ting power of steam is very great and steam will reach
many crevices that boiling water will not. Even haystacks can be
disinfected with steam from an engine in extreme cases, such as an
outbreak of foot and mouth disease.
Gold as a disinf'ecitant is not a success but is mentiioned here
to correct a prevailing id,ea tha:t freezing will kill germs. While
freezing may slow the action of germs only a few are actually killed
and cold weather can not be depended upon to stop the spread of
disease. In fact some germs will live longer if kept on ice than if
kept hot and dry.

Chemical Disinfectants
Washing Soda-W1ashing sioid a ( Sodium carbonate ) is mainly
used for a cleanser in connection with boiling water. While itt has
very little disinfecting power it has a place in washing utensils and
, floors.
Lime-Lime is used as a di, sinf<ectant in several f orms. Fresh
lime is used in the hog houses and other buildings by being thrown
around or sprinkled on the walls, floors and grJOJund in the lots. It
is not de,trimental to the manure, in fact it improves it, and has a
tendency to make the soil unhealthy for germs. Freshly burned lime
should always be used.
The mos!t common form in which lime is used is in the form
01f whitewash. Whitewash acts as a very good medium for the appli
ca'tion of disinfootants. Carbolic acid is very good to add to white
wash as a disinfectant used t10 the extent of 5 percent. If any of
the coal-tar products are used the mixture should contain 3 to 4
percent of disinfectant. Whitewash is used most commonly in ho•g
hl()luses and poultry houses and ma,k es a very good substitute for
pa:int on the imide of a, building. All surfaces should be dry when
whHewash is a,pplied. T'h e ap,p lication can be made eith.e,r wtth !3brush or spray pump. The following is a common formula for white
wash that will s, tick :
Fresh burnit lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 bu .
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . 1 2 gals.
( Slake and strain)
Common salt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 lbs.
Sulphate of zinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 l b.
Diss,olve the-se two in two gallons of boiling water. Pour this
inrto the slaked lime. Then add two gallons of skimmilk and mix
thoroughly.
In some instances one pound of glue is sometimes dissio,lved in
water and also added.
If a disinfectant, such as Kreso, is to be used add one-half
gallon.
Chlorid of lime is made by exposing slaked lime to, chlorin gas.
This · comes in the form of a white powder and must be kept free
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from air until used. It is a powerful deodorant and is best used in
outhouses. Six ounces of the powder is mixed wi:th a gallon of water
for use. It is not as good a disinfectant for barns as the coal-tar
products.
Potassium Permanganate-Potassium permanganaite, when dis
solved in waiter, has very little place among disinfectants but be..
comes a very valuable aid to liberate formaldehyd· e gas. For disin
f�cting 1 , 0 0 0 cubic feet of space, 2 0 ounces of formaldehyde and
1 6 2 I 3 ounces of permanganate crystals- are used. The permanganate
crystals are placed in a pail o n the floor of the room to be fumigated.
The liquid formaldehyde is ithen , poured on the crystals and the room
is immediately closed and sealed. ( Dorset. ) Twelve hours should
elapse before the gas is allowed to e1scape. This gas that is formed. is
poisonous and any person that atitemp,ts this procedure should thor
oughly familiarize himself with these chemicals or better secure ex
pert assistance.
Bichloride of Mercury----This chemical is also known as mercuric
chloride or ·c orrosive sublimate-. It usually is made in ithe form of
tablets and is usually used in the strength of 1 to 1, 0 0 0. It is one
of the strongest disinfectants known but has its disadvantages in that
i t corrodes metals and is an exceedingly poisonous suhsitance. Great
care sh101uld be taken with any of th·ese tablets for the reason that if
any tablets are taken internally it means sure death.
Carbolic Acid-This product if ,pure is in ithe form of crystals
and is not a liquid. Wh.en carbolic ac-id is used as a disinfe,ctanlt it is
usually made up i.n to a 5 percent solution. It can ,be used. on metails
or clothing without harming them in a 5 percent solution. However,
this product is quite e,xpensive. The so-called "crude carbolic add? '
has very little real carbolic acid in H but is very widely used and is a
very efficient disinfectant because i t cio1I1tains " Cresylic acid" which is
the activ·e principle.
Cresol-Probably there is no other d.isinfectant that can be as
useful about the farm as this coal-tar product. While it is n0;t often
used in the , pure form it is widely used in combination with soaps
and oils in a large number of lthe common dips and disinfectants.
It is a much better disinfetcant than carbolic acid. A good grade 1oif
cresol should ,be used as it mixes bet1ter with waiter than the lower
grades. F'or ordina.ry disinfe·c tion a.round barns a 2 1p ,e,rc.ent solu
tion is very effective. A 2 percent solution of cresol is · more effective
than a 5 percenit solution o,f carbo11ic acid.
Compound' Solution of Cresol-This product is a combination of
5 O percent cresol and a soap made of linseed o il and potash. When
used a 4 percent solution is the .miust desirable. The big adva. rntage
over cresol is that it mixes better_ with water. Soft water is best.
However, i,t is necessary to use . twice as much of the compound solu
tion as of the straight cresol.
The active principle of Iysol and creolin is, cresol ( cresylic a.c id ) .
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.FormaJdehyde-W'hile formaldehyde is sold in both powder and
liquid the powder is rarely used. The mos t common form used is the
liquid which is S·U P. P'Osed to be 40 percent pure and commonly called
formalin . This product has an advantage in that it can be either
used as a gas or liquid. The common method of using the liquid is
·make up a 5 percent solution in wa,ter using the formalin as the dis
in fectant. Wihen this solution is s·prinkled or sprayed it evaporates
rapidly and forms a gas. which has considerable disinfecting power.
If a quick gas is desired for fumigating it is combined wit h potas
sium permanganate crystals. This was discussed under the heading
of potassium permanganate.
With the -exception of bichloride of
mercury this pl'lordueit is the most po,verful of the common disinfec
tants.

Disinfecting Apparatus.

Disinfection
Even with the best of disinfectants :being used and the frequent
application of the same, man y diseases will sp,read but t hese diseases
will spread much faster if the preca·utions are not taken . All waste
products <thrown off from a sick animal are infected and these waste
products must not be allowed to accumulate but must be immediately
destroyed or rendered harmless.
Discharges from the nos·e , mouth a nd skin may be infective. The
dung and urine are also dangerous. F101r instance the most common
mode of transmission of tuberculosis from •c attle 1to hogs is, hy 1the
way of the dung. Discharges from the vagina, in a case of abortion
disease, are infective.
In o· rder to prevent the · Carryin:g of thes·e
discharges to other parts :or the buildings or lots, it is necessary for
all persons and animals to be kept away from infected pens and
stalls.
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A barrel pump disinfecting ap,p aratus in use.
A tho·rough cleaning is the first step in disinfection. Dry sweep
ing or dusting is dangerous on account of the germs in the dust an.d
all surfaces should 'b e wet down before sweeping or scrap,ing. De
p ending upon the virulency of the disease the manure and bedding
is either hauled out 101n ground that is 'to be plowed, where no animals
can come in contact wiith these, or burned.
If it is necessary to disinfect manure and bedding this can be
done by a free a1p,plication of fresh burnt lime. Formaldehyde can
also be used and is very rapid in a ction. This is also very effe-c tive
in the disinfection of urine.
Eating utensils such as feed troughs, parts, etc . , mus t be scalded
w-i th boiling water. The addition -o f lye ,to the s calding water is an
improvement but it will then be necessar)r t10, rinse the utensils with
water alone.
The disinfection of farm buildings i s a very difficult task and
re, q uires !the app.Ucation o. f all the resources for disinfeding , p,urposes.
The organic matter ,that collects in the crevices o. f sta. bles and hog
houses is very difficult to get at. Furthermore, some germs, like
anthrax, form spores and these spores are difficult to kill. To ·prop
erly disinfect a building the first step is fumigation. · This is carried
ouit by the formaldehyde�p-otass.ium permanganate method, as de
scribed under " DisinfeCitants. " Then remove all articles i n the s,table
that are to be disinfected. All blankets and robes can be immersed
in bichloride solution or steamed.. Pails, curry combs, brushes, forks,
etc. , are to be washed with a cresol solution and, if possible, be
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allowed to soak. Harness should be washed with soap and water
and dipped in a cresol solution. All manure and bed iing to •be re
moved and burned. The sitable must now be thoroughly soaked with
a strong solution 1of cresol which ca n be ap•plied by a spray pump.
After this thorough soaking the floors and dirty walls should be
scraped and all the debris taken out and burned. Then wash all
woodwork with hot ly,e water. Afi ter the building is aired out for a
few days a coat of whitewash should be applied-the whitewash to
be made fl"lom fresh burnit lime.
There is a grea,t tendency on the part of farm owners to try to
cover up dirt instead · of .taking it out. It is of utmost importance
to do a thorough job. of cleaning after which the whitewash is ap
plied.
The ground in the immediate vicinity of the building, such as a
hog pen, may need SJome attention. Take 1the coating of cobs and
other litter off and burn. Then apply a sprinkling of lime. After
the sun is given a chance turn the ground over with a plow.
To disinfect a well, throw in about a half barrel of freshly burnt
lime and theq scrub down the walls. Pump this out and allow the
well to reifill. '... �1:·ow ithe other half ·barrel of lime in the well and
allow it to stay 2 4 hours. Pump out again and continue pumping
until the water is free of lime and ready to use.

HYGIENE
Even though precautions are taken in protecting the water sup
ply, disposing of sewage, destroying germs by disinfection, a.nd the
many other safeguards, to prevent the spread of disease, the animal's
resistance must be kept up by proper care and diet. Absolute clean
liness, a reasonable di·et and the proper amount of exercise is hygiene
in eonn·e ction with livestock.
I t should hardly be necessary to impress owners of livestock
with the need of keeping animals clean. What is more repulsive
than to look at cows with their sides covered with manure and then
think of drinking the milk from those cows. ? Ca n it b e possible for
young pigs to nurse f:r�om . a s·ow that is covered wiith mud and • be
able to resist all that infection in their young lives ? Dairy cows
should be kept as clean as ;possible. The hair should be clipped from
the animal in the region of the udd.er and if dir. ty the udder washed
and dried before m ilking, otherwise wipe the udder with a damp
cloth. All mud wallows. should be eliminat�d. If it is necessary fo r
a hog Ito have •a bath then a concrete wallow should be furnished
one that is readily cleaned and provided with a drain.
Regulation of diet is important in keeping up the animal's re
sisfance to disease. Feeding hours should be set and then a strict
adherence kept to them. · No ge1rnral rules can be 1aid down on ac
count of different conditions, but suffice ito say that regularity in
feeding means less susceptibility to disease.
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For the repair of the daily wear and tear of work animals a
p·eriod of rest is indispens�ble. Horses should be allowed at least one
hour during midday and an hour ·a·nd a half would be betiter. This
extra half hour will be made up in increased amount of work during
the day.
Exercise is all important. An animal can not be kept in a stall
or pen day after day withou t exercise and be expected to resist dis
eases or organic troubles. When an animal receives exercise the
heart beats more rapidly and. more rblood is sent through the body
and the lungs have a chance to ,purify the blood faster. When the
circulation is increased the skin is better supplied and throws of!
waste products in the form of sweat which relieves the kidneys and
lungs. The amount of urine is lessened because more 10,f the water
and waste passes off through ithe skin and this relieves the kidneys.

INFECT'ION, SUSCEPTIBILITY AND IMMUNITY
The causes of infectious diseases are mostly :germs but some
may be caused by protozoa. Germs that may not be seen by a high
powered mi.scroscope are called fi l: terable viruses. While it has been
fre1quen' tly stated thJat germs cau,se disease, in • a strict sense this is
not true as. the toxins, or pois1o·n s thrown off by the germs are the
real cause of the trouble but from a sanitary standpoint it is only
necessary to know that germs cause disease. When germs are in tro
duced into a favorable host they multiply and increase in number
which is very different from a poison.
Most of the germs enter the bold ies of animals by way of mouth
on contaminated food. Some may eni ter by way of the nose and ·e ve n
some enter through the skin-for instance the blackleg germ.
All contagious diseases are infectious but not all infectious dis
eases ar·e contagious. T uberculosis is broth infectious and con tagious
but tentanus is only infectious. Considerable confusion has arisen
over the two 1tJerms. I t would be be tter to· drop the word contagious
en tirely. E v, ery infectious disease has its own pecu'liar way of trans
m ission anyway.

Susceptibility
N101t all animals that are exposed to disease will take sick as a
result while they may all be susceptible, that susceptibility is in a
varying degree in each animal. A dozen h,ogs may be ex· posed to hog
cholera at the same time bult only one of them take sick at first, but
when the first hog takes sick he increases the amoun t of exposure
and finally all of the hogs take si,ck. Generally the number of germs
entering an anima'l's 1body has something to do· with the exposure, bu t
on the other hand it may take a la.rge number Ito infect some animal
and only a small number to infect another. Susceptibility of an
animal is influenced by many conditions such as age, condition,
fatigue, weather and heredHary predisposition.

Immunity
An animal that will not take a disease is immune. A man is.
immune to hioig cholera. Immunity may be eilther natural or ac
quired. A man is naturally immune to hog cholera. After a hog.
recovers from hog cholera he has an acquired immunity to ,that dis
ease. An acquired immunity may be active or passive. If a man
recovers from smallpox he has an active a· c quired immunity. I f a
hog is vaccinated with serum alone ruga.inst hog ,cholera he has a.
p•assive acquired immunity, a.s the immunity lasts only four t101 six
weeks. · T he !theory of immunity is too complicated to be discussed.
in this bulletin.

OOMMON INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Tuberculosis
This disease is common in oattle, hogs· and poultry. It is caused.
by the bacillus of tuberculosis. There are three main types of tp. is
organism , name,ly , human, bovine and avian. The disease is ex
tremely widespread in the United States, affecting cattle to the
exitent of five p·ercent, hogs. 2 0 percent and p101ultry 3 5 percent. This.
will stand for 'South Da.kota as well, with the exception of hogs
which will run about 5 percent more.
The symp<toms ·o f tuberculosis are similar in most animals�
nearly a.11 cases are of a chronic nature and the dis.ease :progresses.
slowly. In the last silages, the animal becomes emaciated, breathes
wi1th difficulty, possibly having a slight fever and generally dies a.
lingering death.
Preventive measures c1ons.ist of finding the sources of infection
and eradicating them. The most important steip in the eradicati1oin of
tuherculosis from animals is ,the testing of c·attle wi!th one of the
various forms of tuberculin tests. These tests are carried on by
veterinarians , both official and p.racticing, and when that animal is
found to 1be affected with th e disease the a nimal is destroyed.
Detailed information cio1n eerning acc,red.ited herd wo·r k may be
secured from the S1t.!ate Livestock Sanitary Board. Most of the hogs
contract the disease from tuberculosis cattle and afiter the dis·ease
is eradicated in cattle a big .ste,p is taken in eradicating the, disease
from hogs. A tuberculin test may also be applied to hogs.
Eradication o.f ,the disease in poultry cons.ists 01f markelting all
<poultry that is well and d estroying those tha.t are sick. . 'T'he poultry
houses are then cleaned ,a nd disinfe.cted., acco·r ding to instructions as.
raid down in this bulletin , after which a p. e w flock is started by the
use of an incubator.
1

Hog Cholera
This disease stands next to tuberculosis in the cause of extensive
losses !01f the livestock industry. Eivery hog raising state in the union
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has more or less hog cholera. Losses ea.ch year vary from three to
seventy-five million dollars. The disease is ,ca·used by a filtra1ble virus
and is usually helped along by some predisposing condition, such as
i mproper feeding, care and management.
Hog cholera usually occurs in three main types called severe,
acute and chronic. The acute type is the m01st common and is char-

The characteristic pose of a hog affected with cholera.
acterized by a high fever, diarrhea, cough, emaciation, weakness and
d:eaith in six or eight days.
The disease goes through the herd
raipidly.
Preventive measures consist of extreme sanitary measures and
the im munization with anlti hog cholera serum . Hemorrhagic se1p ti
-0emi·a of hogs, as far a s the writer is concerned, is considered a
com plication of hog chio1lera and of secondary nature.

Infectious Abortion
Infectious 1abortion is a disease that is causing an extensive, loss
to both the caittle and hog industry. While not as much research
has been done on this disease as should, be, however i t is now con
ceded by most .authorities that this disease is c, aused by the bacillus
of Ban:g. The most recent work by the va.rious authorities leads us
to 1believe that the disease is spread by ,coni t aminated feed, es.pecially
in cattle, and not necessarily through breeding operations.
The symptoms of the disease in cattle and hogs are s,imilar .
Premature bi:rlth of the young is the mo·s t characteristic symptom.
While ithere are several bacterins and vaccines on the, market that
a:re still in the experimenta l sit.age the control o.f this disease
depends almost entirely upon sanitary measures. The destruction 101f
a;ll dead calves and pigs, by burying, is very important. Care shou.ld
be itaken to not introduce into a clean herd any b red animals that
are suspicioned as coming from a herd. 1tihat is infeded with this
disease.
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Blackleg
Th is is a highly infectious disease, mainly of cattle and 0ccurs
more frequently in the section between the Mississippi River a.nd the
Rocky Mountains than in other parts 101{ the United Startes. While
sheep may 1be ,a.ffected it is rathe·r rare. Blackleg is caused by the
bacillus of blackleg. Lb has the power of forming a s·pore which
makes it more resistant to sanit1a.ry measures. The germs enter the
animal through the skin causing an intense inflammation, destruction
of the tiss,u e muscle and gas formation. The disease is characterized
by attacki.ng fat, young stuff that is taking on flesh rapidly. It is

Dead with blackleg.

Notice characteristic position of left hind leg.

more prevalent in the spring of the year than at any other season.
The animal becomes lean in the quarter affecited, gets down within a
few hours and i s generally dead within thirty-six hours a.fter taking
sick.
Prevention consists of moving the cattle to new territory and
vaccinating them with one or other of the various blackleg vaccines
on the markeit. All dead animals mus t be destroyed in order tio pre
vent the harboring of the germs.

Anthrax
All ,animals may be affected with the exception of birds and from
this standipoirnt this disease beciomes extremely important. While it
does not occur so frequently as other d iseases the fact tha t human
beings are s,us•ceptible ma.kes ithe disease dangerous to the district in
which the outbreak does occur. The disease is caused by the anthrax
ba!Cillus and this germ has the power of forming a spore which makes
iit one of ,the mo·st res,istant g
, erms to disinfectants in existence. The
disea.s e will affect an animal at any age or in any condition. It
occurs more frequently after floods or washouts in the spring of the
year and it is frequently carried 1by streams. It produces a high
fever, s.ome swellings about the boa,y, in some instances a bloody
diarrhea, and w.hile some <?ases may linger along and finally recover
most of the case!' will die in two or three days. All sanitary pre<!au30

tions possible should be given consideration and carried into action
in connection with this disease. Anthrax can be conitrolled to a
certain exten t by vaccination but the most important thing in pre
venting the spread o,f this disease is the burning of the dead animals,
as ithe spores 10,f ·this disease may live in 1the gro,und for twenty years.
The germs are easily kiUed before getting into the spor1e stage, but
are quite resistant after that. Destruction 1by fire is the b est method
of killing anthrax .germs.

Hemorrhagic Septicemia
Hemorrhagic sep ticemia, as affecting cattle and sheep, is of con
siderable importance. In the beginning of an outbreak H is generally
considered a s· econdary d.isease, but with the increase of virulency it
may ibecome a primary disease. Wheµ sheep or cattle are affected
with hemorrhagic septicemia they usually have been exposed to some
unusual condition that has low
ered their resistance, such as
long shipments, bad storms or
lack of feed .
The symptoms are a fever,
difficult breathing, bloody diar
rhea, 1and aibout fifty percent will
die. Considering the characteris
tics of the disease, it can readily
be seen that mois t outbreaks can
iJ:>e prevented. by 1proper feed, care
and management. After the dis
ea,s1e is once started the animals
may be given a bacterin with
consider-able results and also they
must 1be given i mproved care.

A cow affected with Hemorrhagic
Septicemia. This disease gene,rally
occurs after animal's re sistance has
been lowered by outside conditions

Necro-bacillosis of Hogs
Necro-bacillosis is a very common dis·ease in young pigs that is
caused by the necrophorus bacillus. This disease causes an exitensive
loss to the pig industry and in some states it causes. a greater lo,ss
than does hog chio�era. It occurs in several different forms, the main
form being sore mouth, bullnose, skin form ,and necrotic enteritis.
Preventive measures consist of eliminating all hog wallows and
·putting ithe small pigs out on clean pastures free from infection and
keeping them out entirely away from permanent hog lots. There is
mo vaccination for this disease that is out of the experimental stage.
Constant sanitary precautions are necessary at all times to keep, this
disease out of a herd of ho,gs.

Actinomycosis or Lumpy Jaw
This is a common disease in cattle and in som e instances in
hogs, but it is not caused by a germ. It is caused by what is known
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1as the ray fungus and is not an infectious d·isease. That is it does
not spread directly from one animal to anoither. It is1 characterized
,by large abscesses· that form in .the various organs of the body and
contain a very characteristic white pus. These abscess formations
occur more frequently on the lower j aw than o n any other organ.
The sanitary precautions tio be ,considered are to keep all animals
isolated that have a discharging abscess. If an animal is allowed Ito
run on . pasture when ,affected with a dischargin.g abscess a wide
outbreak of actinomycosis migh t be ex·pected the following year. It
is necessary for this fungus to pass, part 101f its life history on a plant.

Poultry Roup
This disease is an infectious catarrh closely resembling a case
of influenza in larger animals.· It is caused by a germ buit this germ
has as yet not been isoila;ted. The disease affects the membranes
Iinimg the ,eye and sacs 'below 1tJhe e,ye ; the nostrils ; the· la.rynx ; the
trachea. It is attended with a high fever. The disease is generally
brought into the fl ock by new infected birds. The siick birds should
be removed from ,the flock and put into a warm, dry well ventilated
room which is free from drafts. Treat the affected mucous mem
bflanes by the use of s.ome common antise.ptic. If the dise,ase becomes
wide-spread kill 0tff the flock and clean and disinfect the poultry
. house.

Fowl Cholera
Fowl cholera is an infectious disease and belongs. to the hem
orrhagic septicemia group of diseases. It is caused 1by a germ known
a
, s bacterium avisepticum. It is carried from flock to flock by sick
birds, persons or animals, which have been on infected premises. It
is ·characterized by a very profuse yellowish di1arrhea. The bird be
-comes very weak, dflowsy, often sleepy. Finally the disease usually
results in death.
The treatment of the affected birds is only .futile. The aim
should be to prevent as far as possihle the spread of infection. All
birds affected should be immediately destroyed by burning. Houses
,and runs should be thoroughly cleaned and disinfe.cited, according to
insJtructions previously given in this bulletin.

INSECTS
Flies
Biting and sucking flies worry all animals, horses and ·cat'tle
es,peci:ally, even the presence of the flies is a nuisance. Beyond a
dou.� t flies may carry diseases and the common house fly is probably
the most important.
Flies are born in filth and then spend their lives flying back and
forth from filth 1to food. Filth contains. all kinds of germs and flies
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carry these germs to food. Manure and decaying animal or vegetable
matter are the hatching places of flies. Jforse manure appears to be
the outstanding breeding place of flies.
Protection against flies should be directed toward the . proper
disposal of manure. In order to prevent :this breeding place the
manure should be covered or hauled out every day, especially in fly
season. Adult flies can be trapped and destroyed. Animals should be
rea.sona.bly p:rio1teicted agains t flies. Extreme precautions should be
t aken to ·protect human food.

Mites
Mange miites are skin parasites,
tha:t is, they live on scales and exu
dates of the skin. A new generation
occurs within four weeks wilth most
forms. While thes·e mites are not all
the same, they all belong t,o the same
family, They cause sc•abies in sheep
and cattle and mange in horses an.d
hogs. The animals 1' 0,se hair or wool
and scratch on account of intense Hch
Emacfation finally itakes place
ing.
and the anima1 may wea,k en and die.
There is some difference in the mode
of l i f.e on each animal so that detailed
methods of treatment cannot be dis 
cusS'ed here. Suffice to say that lime
and sulphur and nic101tine dips are u'::ed
for treatment. Prevent mange by see
ing that no infested animals are intro
duced in to your clean herd.

Ticks

Dipping

cattle for scabies ·

and lice,

In some parts of the United States the tick pro.position is ex
treme1y imipo;rtant, especially in tthe south, but in South Dakota
about the only trouble that is caused by ticks occurs in sheep. It is
easy to suggest measures for 'the eradication of ticks but very diffi
cult to put them into effect. These ticks dro,p on the, g
, round and
stay until another hos t comes along. They will not live over ten
months so that if an infested pasture or field is not used for a year
the ,ticks all d ,i e. Burning off the land kills a great many of them.
Plo·w ing of the land of course kills them also. Ticks can be de
stroyed on the animals by dipping with arsenicaI dips. Coal-tar dips
are used in some cases for sheep ticks.

Lice

There are two common types of lic'e, but since their life cycle is
1the same it is only necessary to consii der them in a group. Lice lay
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their eggs on the animal, and
t hese eggs hatch out in about
ten days. A common louse only
lives about four weeks. All do
mestic animals are subject to in
festation.
Any ,of the common coal-tar
d'i ps Will kill lice, and cattle ,
sheep and. hogs, even poultry, may
b e dip,ped . at intervals of ten
days. In order to avoid pneu
monia a winter application for
lice can 1be made of equal parts
of _ground sab
: adill'a seed and sul
p�ur. · C lipp,i;n.g and hand applica
tiQn will usually kill all the lice
o n horses. All infested 1Pens and
stalls 1to be thoroughly cleaned.

Illustrating a dipping tank for
hogs. Effectively used in control.
ling mange and lice.

Mosquitoes
While mosquitoes are of no .great consequence to livestock in
South Dakota they are pretty much of a nuisance to the human fam
ily and may carry diseases. Mosquitoes can be C'o·ntrolled 1by elimi
nating the breeding pla.ces. They breed in stagnant water, such as
sloughs, m udholes, ponds and rain water barrel.s. Slougs and ponds
can be drained or covered with oil. Rain water· barrels can be cov
ered with fine screen.

STATE LIVESTOCK SANITARY BOARD
The South Dakota State Livestock Sanitary Board is composed
of three verterinarians and two livestock men. One 1af the vete,ri
narians acits as superintendent and state v eterinarian. This Board is
iaippointed by the governor. The purpose of this Board is to protect
the ·health of the domestic animals of the state. Activities are car
ried on toward the ;l)'revention, control and ·eradicatiion. of in.fec.tious
diseases of animals wherever possibl e. The Board is given ,the power
of quarantine of any animal that is affected or exposed to an infec
tious disease and under certain circumstances these an'imals ma.y 1be
kHled and p.roperly disposed of The Board has the power to exclude
from the state any animals which may be affected or exposed to
contagious diseases, so that the various diseases may not be brought
in to the state
The Board has the power o-f employing veterinari.ans· tio assist in
this work and employs a staff of fi eld veterinarians for carrying out
the provisions of the sanitary laws of the s; tate, such as the inves
tigation of outbreaks of disease, testing cattle for trnber,culosis, test. ing ho·rse·s f,or glanders, and advising owners of the proper method
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of 1proc,edure in dealing with th ese diseases. T'he Board also has the
power of appointing d eputy state veterina.rians, and these, are local
practiit'ioners thl'loughout the state. These veterinarians are called
upon to do state work whe
: n ithe occasion arises. A e0ipy of the com
plete rules and regulation,s of the Livestock Sanitary Board can b e
secured by communicating with them a t Pierre, ,S,outh Dakota.
Space is not available in this bulletin for details concerning the
livestock sanitary laws in this state, but it is though t adivisa1ble to
give the regulations concerning the burial o,f dead animals, which is
as follows :

Burial of Dead Animals
Duty of Superintendent
Section 7684. Whenever it shall be brought to the knowledge of the
Supe, rintendent of the County Board of H ealth that the dead, putrid or
decaying body o· f any animal is unburied in his county an d is o r may
become offensive, or endange· r s o r may endanger the health of persons
or domestic animals, such Superintendent shall forthwith notify the per
son who was at the time of its death the owner of such animal, and also
the person · who was at such time in charge thereof, if known to him and
residing in the county, to bury such body, within a reasonable time to be
fixed by the Superintendent.

Owner's Failure

Section 7685, If the owner and person in charge shall fail, neglect
or refuse t o bury such body, within the time required by the Superinten
d ent, or if s,uch persons are unknown to, the Superintendent, or do not
reside in the county, the Superintendent shall at once cause the same to
b e buried, and the expense-s of such burial shall be paid by the county.

Owner' s Liability

Section 7686, The owner of such animal and the person in charge o f
t h e same shall at once become liable to t h e county f o r t h e costs and
expenses of such burial and notice, and the same may be recovered i n an
action to be instituted against both or either of s:uch persons.

States Attorney's Duty

Section 7687, Whenever any such dead body shall be buried by order
of the Superintendent o f the County Board of Health, such Superintendent
shall at once info rm the S tates Attorney of the fact of such burial, the
cost and expense,s of such burial and notice, and the names of the· owner
and person in charge, if known, and the States Attorney shall at once
institute an action in the proper court on behaU of the county against
such persons.

Manner of Burial

Section 7688. The burial provided for above shall be done effectively
and thoroughly so that the body shall not emit any stench or be o ffen
sive, or in any way endanger the health of persons or domestic animals.

Chairman '.,rownship Board May Act

Section 7680, Whenever the Superintendent of the County Board of
Health is not present in any organized civil township, the Chairman of·
the Board of Supervisors of such township may act in his place and may
perform in such township all of th e acts directed to be performed by the
Superintenden t ; provided, that nothing herein contained shall divest the
Superintendent of his authority to act in any o f the cases, arising under
the provisions of this article.

Violatiton-Penalty

Section 7690. Whenever the owner o r person in charge of any un
buried dead a,nimal shall fail to bury o r cause the same to be buried,
when required as provided in this article, h e shall be· deemed guilty of a
misdemean o r and upon c onviction thereof shall be punished by a fine o f
t e n dollars for each dead b o d y so left unburied.
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Livestock Shipping Requirements
( Condensed )

Horses, Mules and Asses
Health Certificate. Stallions and jacks, special certificate of soun d
ness and health on forms furnished by South Dakota board.

Cattle
Bulls and female cattle over six months old, health certificate, in 
cluding tuberculin test or state or federal accredited herd certificate.
Range bulls and female cattle for range purposes, i f from either of the
states o f Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming or Nevada, or from Kansas or Nebraska west of the one hun -
dredth meridian, or from other territory practically free from tubercu 
losis, may be brought in without tuberculin test if accompanied by per- 
mit from Livestock Sanitary Board of South Dakota. All others, except_
for immediate slaughter, health certificate.

Swine

Except for immediate slaughter, health certificate and must be trans
ported in crates or cleaned and disinfected cars and must not be per
mitted in, or loaded thrbugh any stockyards, unless immunized and dis
infected under state or federal supervision, and shipped into quaran tine
at destination for a period of three weeks after immunizing. Swine for
Belle Fourche Irrigation Project area must be shipped into quarantine for
three weeks.

Shoop

Health certificate. All pure bred sheep for breeding purposes must.
be accompanied by certificate showing that they have been dipped twice
at intervals of ten days within thirty days of date of shipment in an
approved dip.

Who May Inspect

Veterinarians authorized by the state of origin and approved by the
Un ited States Bureau of Animal Industry to apply the tuberculin test or
by a veterinary inspector of t he bureau at public stock yards or otherregular bureau station.
Official. State Livestock Sanitary Board, Pierre, South Dakota.

Quarantine
Thi's mean s the isolation of a si1ck herd. It is one 101f the most
important and necessary methods of controlling the spread of animal
diseases. Since 1the isolation of sick and exposed animals is so ex
tremely important, it therefore, .should be complete and thorio,ugh.
Laxity in quarantine is dangerous as it leads to an assurance which.
is d,angerous. No,t only the sick animals should be isolated but all
other work animals, attendants, wagons, etc. , should not be allowed'
to travel between h erds.
If possible the caretaker ,o,f the sick animals should not go near
the well animals. When necessary for the same person to look after
-both sick and well he should chang e clothes and clean and disinfect
the shoes between herds. Disease is spread in many instances by
pe.ople thoughtlessly traveling from infected herds to well herd-s. A
herd may be quarantined and yet 1the dog allowed to run anywher&
and everywhere. The d·ogs -should be tied. u.p on farms that have·
diseased -anima.ls. All the neighbioTs should 1be notified of the ex
i•s tence of lth•e disease and a notificaU01n sign . p,laced on the, front.
gate. The laws concerning quarantine should be followed in spirit
as well as letter.
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The following is a part of the quaran:tine· law in South Dakota :
General Powers-Quarantine
Section 8065. S uch Board s h all have power to tak e all s uch meas ure,s
.as it may deem necessary to control, suppress and eradicate all con
tagious, infectious, epidemic and communicable diseases among the
domestic animals of this state ; to regulate or prohibit the arrival or
-departure from or removal from one to any other portion o.f the state
of any s uch infected or exposed animals and at the cost of the owner
thereof to detain any s uch animal found in violation of the provisions of
this chapter or any order, rule or regulation of s ucn board; to q uarantine
any city, town, civil towns hip or county in the state, and any stall, en
closure, barn, stable or buildings of any domestic animals therein, which
may be i nfected with any co-ntagious, infectious, epidemic or commun
icable disease, or which has been exposed to i nfection therefrom or which
is infe-cted with insects or any other means by which any s uch disease
is communicated; to make such orders as it may deem necessary for the
proper control, suppres,sion and eradication of any s uch disease ; and to
kill any animal so affected when any s uch disease is, determined to be
incurable ; provided that written notice shall be given to the owner or
keeper of any livestock of the establishment of any q uarantine as to
such livestock.

DISPOSAL OF CARCASSES
Probably no other thing is 10,f as great im portanc·e as the proper
d isposal of dead animals. In some parts o· f this state this proposition
receives but little attention. It is a commo n sig ht on the western
prairies to see dead animals lying in the open with no -attemp t what
ever being made to .pr'Olperly dispose 1of them. They are left to be
eaten 1by coyotes, dried up a
, nd blown away or washed into ·t he creeks
and rivers and may a· c t as a grea;t source of infection. There ·a re
extreme dangers in cases of anthrax and blackleg. Whe1n this ma
,terial is washed into the watering places it is a very common means
of spreading di,sease to other livestock. A dead animal is the bigge·s t
source iof infection that exists and it will never be possible to eradi
c ate diseases un:til more attention is given this problem.
The burial of dead ,animals is quite satisfactory if properly
carried out but it is an extremely difficult matter to· induce people
to bury animals deep enough. Too many times these animals are
covered only with a thin layer of dirt and the legs. are allowed to
stick oUJt. This is not the proper method of burial as it allows
various animals to dig up these carcasses and carry parts of them
from one farm to another. If an animal has died of a contagious
disease, such as anthrax, the grav·e in which he is buried should be
deep enough that s· ix feet of dirt is on top of the animal. Before
filling in the grave a half barrel of fresh lime should 1be, put on to·p
of the carcass. Then the dirt thrown in. It may not be so im
portant ,to get these carcasses so far into tb,e ground in some other
eonditions but it is extremely important when the disease is infec
tious. However burial is not the most satisfactiory method of d.is
posing of dead animals.
0

Rendering Plants
Various rendering plants have been springing up over the · coun
try for the purpose of collecting carcasses and producing tankage,.
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There seems to be a prevailing idea that ,considerable money can be
made from this propositi1oin. However it has been noticed that most
of these plarnts last only a season or two. They are to· ,be disco·uraged
for the reason that they are no, t the safest way to dispose of dead
animals. While it is presumed that with extreme .precautions it can
ibe d·one, the , practice teaches us to l ook u:pon it with s,us1pli c ion. In
these rendering plants · the carcasses are generally skinned and the
hides are saved for tanning. In ,the cases of contagious diseases this
is a dang·e rous procedure, especfally s o in cases of anthrax. Some
sort of a system of ins· p ection should be worked out so that these
rendering plants may be given sup ,ervision and not be given a chance
to act as a source of infe.ction for contagious diseases.
If the transportation of carcasses is permitted over p ublic high
ways special equipment is necessary. Special tank wagons should be
1used that are absolutely water-tight. They should be thoro,ughly
cleaned out after every load and 1then washed with a strong disin
fectant soilution. Not only the inside of the wagon but the wheels
as well should be disinfected. I.t is positively known that cases of
hog cho'1erra have be·en carried from one farm to another on wagon
wheels.

Burnin1r
Burning or cremating of a dead animal is the ,best poss,i ble
disposition. When an animal dies of an infeC1tiou disease its body is
literally alive with the germ that caused the dis·eas, e·. W.hen this
blody ,is burned to ashes every ,germ is killed and this is the best
method known to kill every germ in that body before th e g·erm has
a chance to get into the soil. CaJttle and horses may be cremated
as weU as smaller animals if a· little time, work and .patience is given
to this procedure. Cattle can be burned by using several different
methods. Some ,people claim that it is not p ossible to burn such large
animals, others claim there is no fuel available, while others claim

tory.

What seems to be only a burning manure pile is really a crema
A carcass is being burned by the manure method.
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A fine examp:le of unsuccessful burning by piling straw on top
of carcasses.
that the fire is dangerous to the prairies and farm buildings . All
these conditions may be overcome if the owner really feels the
necessity of burning the dead animal.
Cattle and horses may be burned by · the use of kerosene alone.
Kerosene can be applied with a spray pump and for the ordinary
ran:ge steer it will take a;bornt 2 0 gallons. For h'O'r's es, it will usually
take about 40 gallons. This may seem expensive and probably is,
but no expense should be spared in such cruses as anthrax. However,
this is not the ·cheapest method to burn up an animal but can be
used when no other fuel is availa.ble. In b urning large, animals the
# first thing that should b
, e done is to provide a firebreak by plowing
around 1the animal. A trench is then dug a little 1,onger than the
.animal and about 18 inches wide and 18 inches de'e p. Fill this trench
with hay or straw. Pour about one -'half giallon of k1erosene in1t10 the
trench. Roll !the animal over the tren· c h and then cover the animal with
a thin layer of hay or stra.w . A load of wet manu e is th·en piled o·n top of
the animal, compleitJely covering it. Dry manure wli.11 not do. The manure
must be absolutely wet in order to produce a slow fire. Some farmers
.aip,ply a ga1lon of ker:o,s ene ove,r the animal before putting on the
hay and manure. The next day i t will probably be necessary to haul
another load .of wet manure and pile on the animal. With a little
'a./ttention for a few days it will be found a sim1ple, and easy matter !tJo,
burn a car,cass in this way.
The same method can 'be used for
-smaller animals if so desired.
The common method of bu.rning up dead hogs is tio, provide
·s:ome sort of a grate by putJting an old steel rake wheel o· r some iron
bars on a few stones , six or eight ,i nches from the ground. A fire· of
corn cobs 1oir other cheap fuel is then built under the carcass and a
·s·low fire is ke•pt going. In order t o get the grease to running good
1n the beginning of the fire it might be advisable to make a few
·slices in the animal's hide.
Any small fire will consume dead po,ulttry and this is the best
method o,f disposing of the dead hen.
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There is a .prevailing idea that dead animals may be given to
the hogs. Thiis p r ocedure is dangertoius and it does. not neces,sarily
mean ,that it is safe even, if the animal did. not die of a conta.g tous
disease, and the sys:tem should be ,sito1pp•ed. Our state law spe,cificaHy
requires all dead animals to 1be properly dis:posed of within 2 4 hour�
and 1t1he throwing of thes·e animals to the hogs ios not proper dis
posal. The prtoper disposal of dead animals is aga,in emphasiz·e d
as being the most important point in preventing the spreiad. of infec
tion and whene,ver dead animaLs are dispos,ed of within 2 4 ho, u rs
after death, according to the state law, th·en and not before will we
begin to eradicate the contagious dfaeas� of South Dakota.
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